Propagation of depth information from local regions in 3-D scenes.
The effects of regions with local linear perspective on judgments of the depth separation between two objects in a scene were investigated for scenes consisting of a ground plane, a quadrilateral region, and two poles separated in depth. The poles were either inside or outside the region. Two types of displays were used: motion-parallax dot displays, and a still photograph of a real scene on which computer-generated regions and objects were superimposed. Judged depth separations were greater for regions with greater linear perspective, both for objects inside and outside the region. In most cases, the effect of the region's shape was reduced for objects outside the region. Some systematic differences were found between the two types of displays. For example, adding a region with any shape increased judged depth in motion-parallax displays, but only high-perspective regions increased judged depth in real-scene displays. We conclude that depth information present in local regions affects perceived depth within the region, and that these effects propagate, to a lesser degree, outside the region.